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School Context

• Fairford C of E Primary School
• Rural with varied intake
• Approx. 220 children
• 32 Y6 Pupils

Used ‘novel’ approach for many years, but 
tendency to use classics rather than modern texts. 
All writing was supposed to be linked to one text 
and we tended to use the same books



OU research inspiration and rationale 

This work was inspired by the Teachers as Readers (TaR) 
research which revealed that a robust reading for pleasure 
(RfP) pedagogy encompasses for key practices: reading 
aloud, informal booktalk and recommendations, and 
independent reading time within a highly social reading 
environment (Cremin, 2008).

Specifically this RfP pedagogy enables teachers to take 
responsibility for and plan to develop children’s RfP
alongside and as complementary to reading instruction.



•The class were readers, but not very experimental
•Some reluctant readers (both boys and girls)
•Negative view of reading in school “boring comprehension”

To inspire a love of reading

•‘Novel’ approach used for years, focused on classics that linked to topics
•Want to read more recent releases and texts that don’t necessarily link to topics
•A desire to be more creative!

To develop ‘novel approach’ and experiment with modern texts

•Reading would no longer be taught as a separate subject. All reading comprehension would be done 
through our reading of the text

•Sessions would be largely reading or writing focused or sometimes a mixture of both – nothing 
forced, just as fits with text

•This may include: discussions whilst reading for pleasure (RfP), brief comprehension questions on 
specific parts of books, focused contextual analysis (in the style of 3 mark SATs questions)

To combine the teaching of reading and writing

•Recognised that many children’s writing is mechanical and technique focused
•Conferencing showed that reluctant writers struggled with imagination, whilst strong writers 
wanted more freedom

•A challenge as children have lost understanding of what it means to be creative – need to progress 
through stages of increasing autonomy starting with small steps

To encourage more creativity in writing

Aims



Outline of Tasks and Impact
Weekly activities



Week 1
Discussion and closed 
sentence construction

• Spent time looking at 
and discussing front 
cover

• Made inferences and 
predictions as to what 
story might be about

• Children used these 
ideas to write a series of 
sentences using our 
school sentence types 
(AfL for start of year)



Week 2
Blitz description from 
Sukie’s point of view

• Read the events from Olive’s 
point of view and started to infer 
what would have happened from 
Sukie’s viewpoint 

• First piece of descriptive writing 
– children applying sentence 
types

Week 2
Reading comprehension 

and making links



Week 2

‘Mothers: Send them 
out of London’

• Read chapter and used opening 
couple of pages for GPS –
identifying types of pronoun 

• Discussed historic context and 
how evacuation worked 

• Discussed and began to 
formulate reasons parents might 
have against evacuating their 
children and the counter 
arguments for these

Week 2
Persuasive letters



Week 3

Diary of an evacuation 
day

• Read ‘The Round Up’ and completed 
verbal comprehension – children    now 
answering in full sentences  e.g. I think… 
because the text says… and this suggests…

• Using knowledge from our study of 
evacuation in history, wrote diary entry 
from Olive or Cliff’s point of view – some 
GD children chose to  do Esther 

Week 3

Close character 
analysis

• Word meaning
• Deductions – PE
• Inferences – PEE
• Children picked 3 and 

constructed response after 
seeing model



Week 4

Invented ‘letter’ 
narratives

• Had been continuing to read as daily 
reader to point where Olive is trying to 
crack Sukie’s letter

• Wanted to give more freedom at times, 
following feedback from pupil 
conferencing

• Used ‘Talk4Writing’ idea of boxing up the 
plot and using this as structure for their 
own invented plot

• Some children chose to set story in similar 
time and use characters from plot; others 
embraced freedom and made significant 
changes

• Introduced ideas of flashbacks, red 
herrings, clues and twists and discussed 
examples from wider reading. Challenged 
children to include these



Week 5

‘Wild Write’

• Free piece of writing 
based on a choice of 
three pictures

• Not linked to Letters 
from the Lighthouse, 
but children asked to 
apply learning so far

Week 5

More character 
analysis

• Completed discussion together, 
but children constructed 
response independently



Week 6

Newspaper article

• Read about German Bomber crashing.
• Completed ‘hot-seating’ of different 

characters and children took notes like 
reporters

• Planned and wrote newspaper article

Week 7

‘Wild write’

• Read to end of book
• Children independently wrote 

newspaper article about rescue, 
applying skills from last week



• Whole class had read book together and 
this inspired them to try more new releases

• Many children went on to read more of 
Emma Carroll’s work

• Boys and girls equally engaged
• Children grew more confident in discussing 

the books and making links to their own 
wider reading

• Activities included ‘speed book dating’ and 
book borrowing

To inspire a love of reading
• Proved that modern texts are just as good 

(and often more accessible!) as classics
• Characters were given traits that made 

them recognisable to modern children
• Children liked that the selection addressed 

the misconception that books about war 
are always old-fashioned and looked at 
‘modern’ issues e.g. absent father and busy 
single-mother, fashion conscious Sukie, 
gore-obsessed Cliff, Esther ‘The bully’.

To develop ‘novel approach’ and 
experiment with modern texts

• Much of the reading took place verbally meaning 
children were unaware that they were doing 
‘guided reading’

• Children more engaged in tasks and able to 
demonstrate deeper understanding then apply this 
to shorter texts

• Comprehension activities as part of ongoing class 
text gave more purpose

• Using reading or writing to support their work in 
the other helped them in making link – they need 
both!

To combine the teaching of 
reading and writing

• Progression through mixture of closed and 
more open activities allowed creativity to 
develop

• Through their love of the book, creativity 
became more apparent e.g. they wanted to 
add more detail because they cared

To encourage more creativity in writing

Reflections on Impact



Reflections on Impact

Nelly probably had 
the biggest change 
in terms of reading 
and writing. She is 
currently reading In 
Darkling Wood and 

it is a new 
favourite!

She already read quite well, 
but wasn’t enthusiastic. 

Without any prompting, she 
started talking about how she 
had more ideas and was more 

creative because she had 
read books that she loved –

especially Wolf Wilder.



Next Steps

• Begin to share recommended modern reads with 
wider school community e.g. Y3/4 teachers, 
parents/carers.

• Continue to develop ‘Language for Reading’ i.e. 
answering in full sentences and book talk in Y6, 
and begin to lead others in doing same.

• Have more Book Clubs and begin to use Y6 to 
lead some of these. 
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